The linked list and indexed list future event sets are investigated here. The interaction hold model and the Jackson network model are the underlying stochastic models considered. For the interaction hold model and for the (doubly) linked list, we find, for example, the mean number of key comparisons performed in order to find a record's insertion point into the list; this is useful when deciding whether to scan from the head or the tail of the list. The distribution of the relative position of the to-be-inserted record is also obtained; for indexed lists this is helpful when deciding the number of sublists and position(s) of the middle pointer(s).
INTRODUCTION
In a discrete-event simulation, the future event set (FES), or also simulation calendar, is the data structure that holds the records of the events scheduled to occur in the future. Part of the computational effort in a simulation is devoted to the manipulation of the FES as records get removed, inserted, updated and looked at (e.g., for checking certain conditions). See Devroye (1986) . Manipulation of the FES must be efficient, especially for large-scale simulations.
Because of the various demands a complex simulation puts on the FES, it is not evident that in such a varied environment the more modern algorithms (e.g., splay tre=, binomial queues, etc.) perform uniformlY better than the traditional ones (e.g., indexed lists, heaps, etc.). Jones (1986) contains an extensive empirical investigation.
It is clearly of interest to study the performance of the classical data structures (e.g., linked lists) in a simulation environment, but the problem is difficult. There are two general approaches to analyzing the performance of a FES. The first one is to run various real-world simulations and perhaps arrive to conclusions based upon the empirical experiments. The other approach is to assume that the underlying stochastic system is simple enough so that an analysis of the FES performance is tractable. This is the approach taken here. The two stochastic models considered are the interact ion hold model and the Jackson network model. The former has a simple event logic but allows for general probability functions, while the latter has a more realistic event logic, but events are restricted to be exponentially distributed. We will be looking at (doubly) linked lists and indexed lists only.
Under the hold model assumption, first considered for FES performance evaluation by Vaucher (1977) , the underlying stochastic process consists of a fixed number L of independent renewal processes with identical event lifetime distributions.
Each time an event triggers a transition (at the end of its lifetime), its record is removed from the list, the event is then generated anew and its record inserted back into the FES. The hold model where events may have different distribution functions was considered by McCormack and Sargent (1981) , and was coined the interaction hold model. A multi-server queue with possibly nonequivalent servers and with an infinite supply of customers readily available fits the interaction hold model framework. But, as previously mentioned, the interaction hold model does have a simple event logic. For example, the FES will have constant size L. For the Jackson network model, introduced in Damerdji and Glynn (1995) , it is possible to numerically compute the stationary probabilities, and one can then evaIuate the performance of certain data structures (e.g., linkecl list) under this model.
In a simulation, the FES is typically kept sorted, based upon the events' occurrence times. Whenever a record is to be inserted into the FES, a search is performed to find its insertion point (so the FES stays sort ed). The search is carried out by comparing the to-be-insert ed event's occurrence time with t he occurrence times of the successive events in the FES until the correct insertion point is found. The removal of the current event's record and the actual update of the FES are fixed overheads. Algorithm efficiency is measured here in terms of number of comparisons performed to find the insertion point at a transition.
For the interaction hold model, the clock-vector across transitions is viewed as a general state space Markov chain, whose stationary distribution can be derived (see Section 2). The mean of the number of comparisons per transition for a linked list is provided, also in Section 2. It is found, for example, that if the events are all exponentially distributed, it is strictly better to scan from the head of the list (unless the rates are all equal in which case it is equivalent to scan from the tail of the list). Indexed lists, i.e., lists with sublists or also buckets, are investigated under the interaction hold model assumption. IIere, we only consider sublists that contain fixed numbers of records. In the case of an indexed list with two sublists and with exponentially distributed events, explicit expressions for the number of comparisons per transition in terms of the event rates are given; see Section 2. Section 3 contains an example.
The Jackson network model is discussed in Section 4. An expression for the expected number of comparisons per transition in terms of the stationary probabilities is given for a general FES. An example illustrates our point. The Jackson network model is introduced in the hope that something might be learned (e.g., is it better to scan a linked list from the head rather than the tail?), and then that the exponential-case conclusions might carry over to the general case, at least to some extent. A limited empirical investigation is presented in Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion.
THE INTERACTION HOLD MODEL
The interaction hold model is now described in more detail. We will have clocks keep track of the events' residual lifetimes, i.e., the times remaining for the events to trigger the transition. For each event i, let Gl(.) be its distribution function and (~i,j : j > 1) its sequence of lifetimes. Let X~-(X~,l, . . . . X~,L) denote the clock-vector reading at the n'th transition (in fact, at the instant after the transition)-The event that will trigger the next transition has the smallest clock reading. If event i, say, triggers the n'th transition, the clocks corresponding to the other events all get updated, while event i gets generated anew from G1(.). Its clock reading will be~~,ivlfn], where Ni(n) is the number of lifetimes of event i that have been observed by the n'th transition. We have that :
It is shown in Damerdji and Glynn (1995) that this general state space Markov chain is recurrent in the sense of Harris (see Meyn and Tweedie 1993 for a definition), and that its stationary distribution is given by
where~j(.)~1 -Gj(. ). Let Pm be the probability measure of the Markov chain on its infinite path space with initial distribution r. As previously mentioned, efficiency of a FES is measured here in terms of number of comparisons (in order to find the correct insertion point) per scan. Doubly linked lists are considered first. Let Wk be the random variable that denotes the relative position (minus one) of the event-record inserted at the k'th transition. Let also YF,k (respectively, YB,~) represent the number of comparisons (minus one) performed at the k'th transition when scanning from the head (resp., tail) of the list. For example, if at the k'th transition, the generated event has the second smakst time, then Wk = 1, yF,k = 1, and YB,k = L -1 -y'F,k = L -2. We obtain the following.
where En is the expectation under P=.
This result is a simplified version of an equation that appears in McCormack and Sargent (1981) . For identical distributions, see Vaucher (1977) . Our goal now is to investigate whether it is more efficient to scan the list from the head or the tail. Certain properties of the distributions may be determining in some cases. This is discussed next. Because the stationary distribution~of the Markov chain is known, it is possible to compute the distribution PT [Wl = .] of the relative position of the record to be inserted. See Damerclji and Glynn (1995) for a general expression. If the events are all exponentially distributed, the distribution of WI depends only upon the event rates. Let C (g, h) be the number of possible combinations of size h out of a set of size g, Qi(j, n) be the j'th set of size n out Of {l,..., L} -{i}, Rj(i, n) be its complement in {l,..., L} -{i}, and T~,a,q(i, j, n) be the b'th subset of size a out of Qj(i, n) -{q}. 
In an indexed list, i.e., a list with sublists, the middle pointers point to certain records (possibly dummy records) in the list chosen depending upon the strategy followed. One approach is to keep the sublists with constant sizes. Another strategy is to have the middle records chosen based upon their event times of occurrence. This was the setting of Engelbrecht-Wiggans and Maxwell (1978) and Davey and Vaucher (1980) . Here, the former approach is investigated, and so each sublist will have a fixed number of records.
For simplicity of analysis, consider now an indexed list with two sublists only. Let m be the middle record, i.e., the record such that the (unique here) middle pointer is pointing to. Because of the twoway links, four search strategies are possiblw the first (r&p. second) sublist can be scanned forward from the head (resp. middle) pointer or backward from the middle (resp. tail) pointer. Let ZFF,~(m), ZFB,~(m), ZBF,k(m), and ZEE,k(m) be the number of comparisons (minus one) performed at the lc'th transition in order to find the correct insertion point for the different strategies. Explicit expressions can be obtained. Damerdji and Glynn (1995) for the other three strategies. It is then possible to optimize with respect to m, and also compare the performances for the four strategies. An example is given in the next section. Lists with more than two sublists can be similarly investigated.
AN EXAMPLE
We consider here an interaction hold model with ten exponentially distributed events, split into two equalsize groups events 1 thru 5 have rates Al = . . . = A5 = 1.0, while events 6 thru 10 have rates~G = . . . = A10. Three experiments are conducted: JG is chosen such that 1/~G = 1.0 in the first one (the two groups are equal), 1/~G = 2.0 in the second one (the two groups are rather different), and 1/~Ij = 10.0 in the last experiment (the two groups are very different). For the third experiment, i.e., when the two groups are very different, it is seen from Table (1) that it is far better to scan the list from the head pointer. From Table ( 2), the probabilities of the relative position of the insert ed record are equal in the first experiment because of the memoryless property of the exponential distribution and by symmetry. Note that the probabilities are decreasing (relative to the position) for the second and third experiments. For the third experiment for example, it is almost ten times more likely that the newly inserted record be at the top of the list rather than the bottom (O.166 vs. 0.018). This stresses again that, at least in the exponential case, it is better to scan a linked list from the head rather than the tail.
Once the distribution of WI is obtained, it is straightforward to compute E. ZFF,l (m.), ETZFB,I(WL), ETZBF,l(m), and EmZBB,l(m) for m = 3,...,9, and optimize over m for each strategy. Let m~F, m&, m~~, and m~~be the respective optimum.
For the second and third experiments, it is found that the best strategy is forward-forward, closely followed by backward-forward.
Backward-backward was the worst strategy. For the third experiment and for the forward-forward strategy, the fourth record is the optimal middle record; in that case the first sublist contains three records, while the second sublist contains seven records. The first sublist has size smaller than .100 .078 .018 E=YF,l = 2.826), it is not evident that the indexed list far outperforms the regular list given the overhead associated with maintaining the indexed list.
THE JACKSON NETWORK MODEL
Open and closed Jackson queueing networks are proposed as stochastic models for FES performance evaluation. As previously mentioned, these queueing network systems have a reasonably complex event logic, although only exponentially distributed event times are considered. When simulating a Markovian system such as a Jackson network, one need not even use a calendar (from the properties of the exponential distribution). This class of stochastic models is proposed in the hope that what might be learned in the exponential case extends to the general case, at least to some extent.
Only open networks are discussed here. There are d single-server stations with external arrival rate~~to station i. Service at station i is with rate pi and is on a first-in-first-out basis. Upon service completion, the and Glynn customer departs the system with probability pio or is routed to station j with probability pij. The state of the system can be described by ti = (ul, . . . . Ud), where Ui is the number of customers at station i. If ek is the k-unit vector, the state changes from Z to Z + e~if an external arrival to station i occurs, from Z to ii -ei if a departure from station i to the outside system occurs, and from ii to ii -ei + ej if an end of service at station i occurs and the departing customer is routed to station j. Let x(.) be the stationary distribution, which is given by
where a = (al, . We are assuming here that if an external arrival occurs to an empty station, the next interarrival time is generated and inserted into the FIX before the service time. Also, when a departure from a station with a nonempty queue to an empty station occurs, the service time of the first awaiting customer is generated (and inserted) before the service time of the arriving customer.
As previously mentioned, it is possible to compute the stationary probabilities. In order to evaluate the Consider a two-station in tandem with external arrivals to the first station only. It follows then that 2 = O and p12 = p20 = 1. Let A be the arrival rate to station 1, fixed to 1. For the stationary probabilities to exist, it must be that pl > 1 and p2 > 1. For all the values of ,U1 and ,U2 tried, we find that it is better to scan from the head of the list rather its tail. See Table ( 4), where F (resp. 1?) denotes the expected number of comparisons per transition when scanning from the head (resp. tail) of the list. For example, for pl = p2 = 10, it is far better to scan from the head rather than the tail (F' = 1.154 and B = 1.645). When the rates are closer to one another, it is only slightly better to scan from the head.
We now empirically investigate whether results for the exponential case do extend to the nonexponential one. Uniform distributions are considered in the two experiments performed. If r is the rate of an event in the exponential case (and so l/r is the mean), the uniform distributions U (a, b) for that event are such b -a = 10~0 of the mean in the first experiment and 5070 of the mean in the second. The lifetime distributions have then a small variance in the former case and a large variance in the latter. The tandem-queue was then simulated over one million transitions. Let~lo%,~lo%,~50%, and~5094 be the respective estimates of the expected number of comparisons per scan. See Table (4) for the results. When the rates are all close to one another (e.g.,~= 1, PI = P2 = 1.2), it is better to scan from the back of the list. We note that when it is far more eficient to scan from the head in the exponential case, it is also better to scan from the head in the nonexponential Performance Analysis of Future Event Sets 321 case as well. When it is not far more efficient to scan from the head in the exponential case, we note that it is better to scan from the back of the list in the nonexponential case.
CONCLUSION
Performance evaluation of linked lists and indexed lists has been investigated here. The stochastic models considered, namely the interaction hold model and the Jackson network model are very different. The former has a simple event logic but allows for general distribution functions, while the latter has a more complex event logic, but distribution functions are exponential. Our analytic and empirical results suggest that in a simulation with different types of distribution functions with the short events frequently regenerated upon transition, it is often better to scan a linked list from the head rather than from the tail. However, there will also be situations where it is better to scan from the back of the list. For example, if the distributions are Uniform (100,120), Triangular (90, !35, 110) , and Normal (120,5), it would seem better to scan from the back of the list.
